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Stave off hyena attacks, light a fire with chocolate, and outride an avalanche with How
exactly to Endure: The Handbook intended for the present day Hero.a practical hands-in
guidebook that will assist you conquer any situation with cheeky humor and simplified
guidelines, including tutorials on how best to: - Survive a shipwreck - Place and deal with a
concussion - Prepare for social collapse - Catch backyard game - Navigate out of a swamp
- Work with a fire plank - Get on black ice - Capture a fish bare-handed - Fill up sandbags
correctly - Wrap a sling - Spike an assailant Presented in the bold fresh visual design of the
award-winning Show Me personally How series, drawing in the best of it and graphic-novel
communication, that is a forward thinking reference book that can and will be enjoyed seeing
that a work of art and as a quirky, thoughtful present. From basic medical to battling wildlife,
175 issues every modern-day survivor must know--one step at the same time. This entirely
illustrated step-by-step instruction teaches readers the intricacies of survival, from life-saving
first aid to extreme wilderness-conquering methods.Outdoors enthusiasts and protection gurus
alike need look no further than How to Survive— Packed with useful hands-on tutorials, How
exactly to Survive can be a real-life resource that may turn anyone into a specialist in any
situation.
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This is a SUPER COOL book! Seriously great. Thought it might be a cool source that was fun
and educational. As others have noted, it uses images, mainly to communicate the ideas. So
even though he can read, you can follow.The verdict? The other day he walks up to my
partner while had been on a walk and says "Mom, I need a button". A button? While it is
certainly a kids book, it has some significantly advanced techniques and great tips. Rock
on!Which prompted me to flip through the book. Five Stars great coffee table reserve! "Yea, a
button, the book says when you are thirsty and do not have any water if you suck on a switch
it will quench your thirst". Not really what I expected and not altogether befitting kids. Like if
you are in a swamp, drop a large leaf into the water, it will steadily float downstream and
toward the coastline. If your kid requests a syringe and alcoholic beverages - say no. So we
bought this for our 7 yr old as he is starting to really enjoy the outside, boy things, etc. Ideal
for kids and adults My children, and the Scouts We lead, love this reserve. Beginners will find it
a great place to start, and even experts will find it fun and useful (I'm trained in wilderness
survival medication, as a rescue diver, and more). From daily life to emergencies, around town
to out in the backcountry, this book is filled up with reminders and new information on all the
things you should know to survive and thrive (also to help others to). This way lies (most likely)
your very best exit. :) Cool book When you're in an emergency situation, you do not have time
to trawl through long columns of text. There is one web page on needle decompression. This
reserve is great--it shows you a different situation on each page and how to approach it.
Many of them might sound like you wouldn't use them very often (how to approach a grizzly
encounter, for instance)--but you by no means know when you may be say, visiting Yellowstone
National Park and surprise! need that information you stored away in your head. A fun book--I
got it for my 13YO who enjoys scouting. My 6 yr old adores it.S. It generally does not get
utilized all that often, but we consider it when we go camping and always try one of the
smaller/easier projects.P.Ought to be required reading for everyone!Make sure that you, your
friends and relations have this essential and useful knowledge so that life is just a little easier, a
little more secure, and perhaps even a little longer. Four Stars Cute publication and great
visuals . Ideal for a boy scout My grandkids loved this publication as they think they're learning
how exactly to survive. It contains how to survive in the modern word like what to do when
threatened by a strange dog, how to tell period by the sun, etc.. Both practical and funny.
Perfect 7-12 yr old gift. It's an excellent mixture of practical and clever, with an excellent dose
of tongue-in-cheek humor. The physical book itself has large paper and durable binding. Not
that great. I've done tons of wilderness classes but it broke down also the more complex topics
(like navigating out of a swamp) down into easily digestible factors and, I'll admit, I actually
learned a couple of things. but the information is pretty useful should you (hopefully not) end
up in those .. Grand daughter was the first to examine it through and pointed out stuff to me. I
purchased this as something special for my husband and he loves it. Short and simple, even
more pictures than words, possible for anyone to digest and review. The illustrations attract
you in, however the information is quite useful should you (hopefully not) find yourself in those
forms of situations. Five Stars Excellent book. Great guide to things everyone ought to know!
This thing is usually incredible. less wild survival as We was looking for ... not as much wild
survival as We wanted, mostly practical common sense, perhaps town folk would get even more
out of it. Great book for boys! Fantastic book for our 10 yr outdated boys!
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